
Notes from Hal’s petition and Allen’s FBI Tickler File. 

Attachment A Indicates that FBI Agent John W. Fain on 2 occasions Oswald during 

course of investigation after he returned from Russia that Oswald mentioned that 

on 2 occasions he was contacted by the MVD after he returned from the Soviet 

Union . At the time Fain was Oswald’s case agent. .. 

No record that the FBI ever reported this to the Warren Commission. Bureau may 

have dismissed it as “boasting “or just putting on Fain. . .or what??? 

Also noted on p. 4 of the document that this was withheld from the Warren 

Commission whether it was believed or not. . . 

**** Mote here: FBI also withheld from the WC Oswald’s threat to bomb FBI 

HQers. ...| have this in “Breach”... .| can cite the chapter. . . This also was 

withheld from the Warren Commission .. 

For my use in new introduction to PB copy of “Breach” 

This | can use in the Intro to the PB edition. . 

Note: Hoover on note to White House on 11/26 that Oswald alone did it. With no 

supporting evidence. 

Hoovers suspicions that Ruby had assistance in gaining access to Oswald 

In there anything by factual evidence that was disclosed to the Warren 

Commission? 

Rosen’s comment about the FBI “standing around with pockets open 

waiting for evidence to drop in.” (Can | provide some key examples of this???) 

Also note Rosen’s position in FBI. ... and his removal to another division. . . 

Note: Hoover’s adversarial position vis-a-vis the WC. . .(war on the 

Commission). Hoover blocking Warren’s choice for general counsel.



P.2 

Preparations of sex dossiers on the staff after Report was out. .. (that will be a 

chapter in a new ms on the Kennedy assassination). ..after was underlined. 

p. 2 C. item 7 assigning Ruby investigation to the Civil Rights Division .. .thus nota 

part of the Oswald investigation . . .except that Hoover suspected that Ruby had 

an assist in getting at Oswald... 

MAY Want to review before writing the Introduction.... 

Note in Preface to PB edition of “Breach” |... .??? | forget? See p. 6 Where Hosty 

who received and destroyed Oswald’s threatening note to bomb the FBI and 

police , swore to the Commission that he and FBI had no reason to believe that 

Oswald would be in any way violent. (Raises point about Gheesling taking him off 

the watch list. . .(my point). . .Here is Oswald threatening to bomb the FBI and the 

Dallas Police Department. . . .and still taken off the watch list (w/o even 

considering his alleged left-wing politics and “defection” to the USSR. ... 

Attachment “C” | copied. .. 

Hosty is the one who received the Oswald note threatening to bomb the FBI 

offices and police department. . . .But he swore to the WC that the FBI had no 

reason to believe that Oswald would be violent in any way. For this lie Hosty was 

praised by Hoover for his performance. See Hosty to FBI Director Kelley 10/24/’75 

or Attachment C. 

The key document is Hal’s en banc on the Allen Tickler File 

.Note: Much of these materials noted above are now filed in “Material for Paper 

Back Introduction to “Breach of Trust”... .But may be used in a new Kenendy MS.
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